Sponsor Report
Hudson G
Age: 9 months

Hudson is now 9 months old and has had his cochlear implants switched on for almost 2 months. The change in Hudson since his
“switch on” is quite remarkable! He now has access to the world of sound and has been enjoying discovering new sounds with his
parents and his older brother.
Initially it was quite difficult to keep Hudson’s cochlear implant processors on his head as he kept pulling them off. However, with the
help of a special headband to hold them in place they now stay securely on his head for all of his waking hours which is incredibly
important for listening and spoken language development. Hudson’s parents have reported that Hudson enjoys listening at home and
is able to locate where some sounds are coming from. He also now turns immediately when someone calls his name.
After a period of weekly mapping appointments to program (fine tune) his cochlear implants, Hudson now only attends monthly
mapping appointments which will reduce eventually to six monthly. He also attends fortnightly Auditory-Verbal Therapy lessons to
help him develop his listening, language and speech skills. His parents do an excellent job of incorporating goals and strategies into
their everyday interactions with Hudson as well as providing him with an optimal listening and spoken language learning environment
at home.
We have been working on the “learning to listen” sounds in lessons which are various vehicle and animal noises such as ‘moo’ for a
cow or ‘nunun’ for a truck. These sounds are great for early listeners as they are easier to hear and listen to than words. As Hudson is
particularly interested in anything with wheels, we have been working on many of the vehicles and their sounds. Over time Hudson
will learn what sounds go with each animal or vehicle and eventually begin to try and imitate these sounds before he goes on to
learning to say the actual words.
I look forward to continuing to work with Hudson and his family through these critical years of his listening and speaking
development. Thank you very much for your support of Hudson’s journey.
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Suncorp Stadium
Your sponsorship donation will help to bring the gift of sound and speech into Hudson’s life.
On behalf of Hudson, his family and Hear and Say we thank you for your support.

